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While pure zirooQlum Is vlrtuailly non-ec^ird^lve at lov temperaturee*
Its corro0lon<-re8istanee at high temperatures varies over a wide range
depending upon the amount and type of Impurities present. The purpose
of this thesis was to studSy ^dth polarized ll^ht the effect of nitrogen
on the corrosioiiHresistance of zlrconlua in distilled waier at 4S0°F
and at SQO^F,
Six specimens of sirconium (essentially the satne in cheralcal
analysis oxcept for variaiicns in nitrogen content) were studied with
plane polarized light* 'ilm data obtP-ined consisted of measurements) of the
phase shift and ratatlor of the plane of polarization of the ll^t re-
flected from the surfat 3 of the specimens durlar a series of Incremental
corroolon film gpci&tha . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
D 52CG3
The charactarl' tic angle of zirconium in the electropolished condi-
tion was observed tc be 295° -05« *lo -599, In general, with successive
UNCLASSIF

additions of corrosion f»ili!^ ^h(l-'^hi6rdeter;i!9i'Jbe^ an^lo deersasdd i'or enah
spaetuBn, An exception is Ocide to this statenaant for thcee apeciiB3ns
which had their optic tixas narr»l to the surface.
Pr©vioi» work in thle field i: « ehcwrn that an increase in nioroiieB
causes a decrease in the corrosion-resistance of zirconium. The rosults
of the studies made in this thesis do not indicate that either the chara;:-
terisi^ic angle, tl • (oJ* a"y otiier observable pararester) vary in e ^nanner
consistent with idtrogen content. Consequently, without additional in-
vestigation, polarisdd ligrht cannot be used to tost the corrosion-resis
-
tanoe of a random sirconium sample.
With rafinsd loathods of reducing the amount of ndscellaneoiis impuri^
ties in the sirconium spcdnE^zis to be studied, with redi:KStion of s?ror&
in the optical eqwiptaent, and with tlie incorporatioa of a preferred crystal
orientation, it is pruoabla that polarised light toay still be used to
detex^ne the cori*osioa-resi.Tjt^nce of sirconium
«
Thesis Supervisors c^iorge a. {larvey
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Because sirsoniiim has a low crossHsectlon for tharoal neutrona
and haa desirable structural qualities • it is being used more and more
in nuclear reactors. In this application, the zirconium often is exposed
to relativeV high temperature distilled wnter fcr lon^T periods of time.
Consequently* its corrosionHresistanoe under these conditicns has beeoros
important, especially since it vnries over a wide range depeiidin? upon
the amount and type of impurities present. To date, no reliable teat
has been developed which will give a rapid, »cc\iF»te evaluation of the
corrosion-resisting quality of a random sample) of sirconium.
The purpose of this thesis was to study with polarized li^ht the
effect of nitrogen on the corrosion-areaistance of .Vestinschouee Grade I
Crystal Bar Zirconium, The particular type of corrosion investi'^ted
was that caused by surface contact with distilled water at 450** F ^nd at
560^ F, The study was limited to areas of sln;?lo j'^ains which did not
include any grain boundaries.
K^ern research rnetallo^^jraphs provide an excellent aeana of using
polarized light to examine the grain structure of hexaj?onal r?»tals oush
as zirconium. Ths optical effects involved in such an examination of the
reflection of polarised light from opaque surf-^cea have ^^een knoi'^n for
over a half-century. ?^ore recently, the development of an Elliptical




measuring these effects. A detailed disciisaion of the theory involved in
this method is contained in Clvipter II.
'tiblls a survey of the literature has revealed no previous attes^ts
to use polaris&ed light to study zirconium con-osion films* a small amount
of infonoation is available concerning related problems. *'oat of this
Information is summarized by B, u. Mott and H. rt, Haines in "The -j:3tatnina-
tion of I'etala Under Polarised Light," Part I, AF.RE, W/ll 604. The latest
previous work of this nature is a Bachelor of Gc^ence thesis entitled
"Idgh Sensitivity Veaauremsnta of the Optical Anisotropy of Berylllun"
by ^JdKord L. Bronson at E'.I.T. in 1951. He fourd appreciable changes in
elliptical compensator readin,>;s for different types of films on berylliuin.
This result sugi^sted to Dr. A. li. K&ufnann that the characteristics of
the corrosion filra of zirconiua might be studied in a similar manner
and that possibly the results njij^ht provide a mear® for devisin^ a
corrosion-resistance test. Preliminary work by the authors during the








THEOttb^TICAL Mi A LifcilS
At room teaperaturo airconiim is a close packed hexa/^orwl crystal.
The optical properties of such crystals ».r© known to vnry for different
directions .in the crystal and are therefore said to be optjcnlly aniso-
tropic. In the hexa,?onal system there are two cr\'Stallof»ranhic planes
of synraetry — one containin,^ the major crystnllostraphic ax^s or optic
axis, c; and the plane that is noroal to this containing? the bnsal olane.
These two directions are called the principal directions of the crystal.
The optical properties of the ciystal in each of these directions can be
described by its refractive index, n, and absorption coefficient, k, Thjia
n^ and k^ describe the optical characteristics of the crystal in the di-
rection of the optic axis and n. and k. describe the characteristics in
a direction perpendicular to the optic axis,
i.hen a ray of plane polarized light falls upon the polished surface
of a zirconium specimen, the vibrating vector of thns lifi^ht can be resolved
into tvk'o components — one lying in the plane cont^^in^ng the optic axis
and the other perpendicular to this, ^ince all expert mental work carried
out in this thesis v;as done with nor?nal vertical illuminntlon on zir-
conium speciinens, all fii^ures ^rd descriptions will be based on this.
Figure ll-l shows the ray of plane polarized lij^ht at normnl incidence
to a zirconiuni speciiaen whose optic axis is neither in the sajiie plane
^
as the nor-Tjal to the surface nor in the plane containing the vii.rating ^
electric vector of the incident light. S^ is the incident electric
vector with coinponent ii. alon/? the optic axis ^nd 'i^^ perpendicular to
















The rdfraetive index, n, and the absorption coofficient, k, are
properties of the crystal which affect the intensity or energy carried
ty the incident wave, aince the energy of a plane poLiriaed light wava
is proportional to the square '>f the electric vector* the electric vector^
i:: • and its components w511 be correspondingly affected. The properties
»
n and k, in a specific dir&ction are referred to as an Index pair — boin^'j
n. , kjj and n , k^ for their respective directions in the crystal. These
index pairs may be thought of aa vector operators. In zirconium which
is an opaque (absorbing) crystal, these index pairs or vector operators
are complex operators of the fona (n-jk),
Since the index pair, n^, ^q ^ different than o^« k^, the ineldeist
con^nent E^^ will be oporstfad on differently than the component Ej^^, If
the reflecting power of a principal direction is defined as the ratio of
the intensity of ti^ reflected coaponent to the Intensity of the incident
coaqponsnt, ve Inave
(1)
or in terffls of the index pairs n , k and o^j, k. when the medium of im-
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Thua when the Ineldaat vector eotnporiant* ;>« , is operated en fay
R during reflection, the roflectod coiBponant, ?,^^ will be different.
Similarly whsn 2 lo operated on by R. , E^. iriXl be different. Both
cooponants of the incident vector id 11 have been changed In raacfnitude
and will be out of phase with each other when reflected. That is, v^hile
in the apeciisen the change Iri velocity of propaj^ation of 5. due to R
was not the same as the change introduced in K by R. and upon ensrivenoe
the reflected componsnta were out of phase v;Hh each other.
In Figure TI-2(a) the incident ray lo shocni resolved into two corn-
ponents at right angles to each other and in Fi^^nure 11-2 (b) the reflected
ray is shown resolved into two coniponents at ri^ht angles to each other.
Thus the incident pXane polarized li^-ht is rellscted as elliptieally
polarized light due to the optical anlsotropy of sireonl urn.
In the special case where the electric vector, K^, is coincident
?ith one of the principil directions such as the optic axis, there will
be no component in the direction of the basal pl?ir», i.e., ?.^y^ will be
sero. K. will equal E. and the rssultins? reflected light wiH be
linearly polarised, dunnarising , when plane polarized li^ht is it^ident
(normal) on a specinisn of zirconium, elliptlcal3y polarizod lli?ht v/ill
be reflected except tsfhen the direction of polarization is coincident with
a principal direction. This can be better visualized in Figure TT-8.
In Figure lT-3(a), component E is operated on by 11^ and 'i^j by .tL . This
changes K and E^ so that they fora elliptieally polarized licfht. For
each angle cK , the resulting elliptical light will be different and the
>naif<Tr|«in elllptlcity will occur for cX = 45°. In Fi^:ure II -^(b) compo-
nant K^ is operated on by R^ and since 2^ = 0, the reflected light will
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Now conaldsr tha case in which the spacjinsn la viewed through an
analyser whose direction is at rij?ht angles to the polarisser supplying
the light. This is a condition kncxm as "crossed nicols." Figure 7I-4(a)
shows the direction of the polariaer, P, the direction of the analyzer. A,
and the principal directions of the erystnl, o and b. Vvhen the specimen
is rotated to an an^^le OC between P and o, the li^^ht reflected to the
analyser will be elliptical!^ polarized and the coonponsnts of this light
parallel to the direction of the analjrser will pass through. As <X varies
when the stage is rotated the elliptiolty of the reflected li^crht and thus
the coiqponents parallel to tiie analyzer direction will change. This will
vary the intensity of the reflected light as viewed through the atalyzera
v.hen the direction of polarisation is coincident with the principal di-
rection, o, as in lii^ure IX-4(b) the reflected light is plane polarised
and is at right angles to the direction of th3 r^inalyzer. No lifht should
be transmitted in this case. Therefore as the stage with the SDecimen
is rotated throi^h S60P there should be four points of adninwn intensity
and four points of ojaxlraua intensity <— the ainisium occurring when the
principal directions are coincident with the polarizer direction and the
zaaximud when tto elliptioity is the greatest, i.e., when the aa<;le dX is
45^ (diagonal position).
It is noted, however, during observations that the rainimua inten-
sities are never complete nulls as would be expected and that the four
4
Hcucimum intensities are not of equal laagnitudeo As brought out by Berek ,
with jiiysical optical systems it is almost impossible to provide a source





usually create a simll amount of ellipticiiy and thoi^^foi*® even wiien the
principal directions are coincident Mth the dii'ection of polarisation
as in l'i^»ure II -4(b). sojaa light can be viewed through the analyzer.
If devices, vhioh can compensate for the elliptic!ty intrcduced by
zirconium into plane polarized light* can be inserted in the path of the
elliptical lii^hte it is believed that much informJition can be obtained
about the surfrice properties of zirccniusi. This ellipticity is caused
by a phase shift nnd the roti^tion of the pl^ne of polarization. There-
fore the ellipticity could be removed by two compensAting devices of
knovn characteristics — one v/hich removes the pdiase sh'ft ^nd the other
which removes the rotation. To see how this c^n be done* the ff.eo^try
of elliptically polarized light should be reviuwed.^*
The locus of a point ti»acinif? an elliptical path is f^iven by





where the x component leads tl^ y component by an anirle » (in radians )•
ft is the an^litude of the y component (retaxtJed) and ^ Js the a.nplitude
of the X caaponent (accelerated). T is the period of vibration and t
ij9 ths time elapsed since y s 0.
heferring to Figure II-6, the ellipticity is deflrwd as




8in2(J = g<^ (5)
I I .—.». ' r^






and thB eqmtion of an allipsa refem»d to its cmn axes i3
+ 4 = 1 (6)x^
a2 b^
In Figure II-6, consider an elliptical pattern of llii?ht where x
i3 the incident vibration direction. & l8 defined as the aslmuth of
tha elUptical li^ht*
f-^# = ^ <^)
and A = 3c^« cos © - yj^' sin t. (8)
Combining (7) and (8)
A^ z a^ coa^ e> -h b^ sin^ » (9)
a^ = a^ 8ii^ ^ + b^ coa^ ft • (10)
adding and subtraotis^r? (9) aiMi (10)
a2 -t- h2 = a2 b2 (11)
a2 - r2 = (a^ - b?) (eo52 ^ - sin^ ©)
- (a2 - b?) cos 2^ (12)
By introducing the phase lead, '!>, of the A coisqponent over the R
component, otiTer fundamental relations can be derived. From equation
(S), if y : and x s p» «e have
p = Asin<j» (13)
From Fl^iura II-6, this point p is Xg'* yg* and
Xg' = p cos © = A sin « cos © (14)






Substituting (14) and (15) Into (6) givmt
2 2 a^ b^






and from (10) AR ain ^sab (i?)
ve hiwe further
a^b"2 2
COS * s 1 - Qia O s 1 - —^ ' 'o ^6—t; "Z 5——?r—ST""
or coa fp = _-»—»._....»_>«.«.«-.,.-.»»«^
2 2
A*^ a*
or AR coa © : ^ " ° sin 2© (18)
2
Rewriting equations (11), (12), (17), and (18) and defining
p 5 ±i± t :^rf ----.(19)
Z 2
Q : a" - a' = .'-b'^ CO, ae (80)
2 2
2 2
K = AH eca <p : '^ T^, aIn 2© - (21)
2
S = AR ain (p = ab • - (22)
Corabining (19), (20), (21), (22) glv©8
QS^K^fS^ = p2 (23)
which aufs^dsta the equation for a sphere in which Q, K« and S are the





To ahcfm hew the sphere taay be used to deterriine the constants of
an alliptie vibration we have for the asimuth Q of the elllpee from
(20) and (21)
tan 2» r I (24)
in which & can assume any valxie between and n and la independent of S«
tiiiailarly from (19) and (22)
^JSlL^ =i " (25)
and since S = f ^'<>° <^)
x^ =f ^^^'
and froa (5) | = sin2<J (27)
so ^rtanCJ '— (28)
Therefore the elliptlcity, a» is independent of Q and K end since
sin 2u) can have any value between -1 and +1, i may mnks between -1
and +-1.
Fi-^'thor, t>ie phase lead cp of any ^ comporent, fros (21) and (22)
is given by
tan<pr| (29)
In Figure II»7, let the QK plana be the equatorial plane of the
sphere and the 5 axis be the polar axis. Let longitude d@ measured from
the Q axis eastward, and the latitude uptsrard fre^ the equatorial plarra.











expressed vibration. Tterofore the longltitdG on this sphere of referenee
can be used to deterndine the aaimuth of the vibration while its latitude
can be used to dstercaine ellipticity or phase 8hift. Plane polarised
light (no elliptlcity) is represented by the Jim total of points on the
equator V5hlle positive and negative circular polarized light are repre-
sented l^ the north and south poles respectively.
The Bausch and Lccoib Elliptical Vibration ComTiecsator was used in
this thesis to measure the rotation ard elliptlcity of tho roflocted
light. In the compensator unit there are tvio oletoents: a rotation com-
pensator and an elliptionl compensator. Fl^^u3Po II -8 shows a scheniatic
diagram of tha conpensator unit.
The rotation compensator will be taken up first. The rotation com-
pensator coffflists of two identical glass pa*lssB ceioented together ^th a
transppTent cerant of the same index as that of the glass. On the in-
clined inner face of ono prism is a quarter'^ax'^e interference with an in-
dex differing from that of tha glass. This qTjarter wave interference is
tin oxide applied by high vacuum thermal evaporation. This quarter-wave
Is for a specific wave length and a correction must be made if other
wave lengths of light are to be used. Referring to Figure TT-8, it is
seen that the inclined film of the rotation compensator transmits the
p-«c!!|3onent of the incident polarised light more copiously than the
s-coraponent. This resists in a rotation of the polarized light traversing
the film.
D ^ S
tan (^^ Z P_ and tan J^ - E.







If tba asimath of the Incident lls^t on ths film la j^^ and the
asliouth of the trarsniitted li^t ia ^^, then vith no sdca plate present
»
^^ would also be the asloutb of the light Incident on the specimen. If
the specimen produces a rotation of i>he incident light, the reflected light
will have an aslmuth (^
,
and after passing through the compensator film
the light will be rotated a^ain and eraerga with an azinith of ^^,» A^ain
tanj^^, = atanj^^,
(Vith tiie polariser and analyser crossed, coa^nsation is obtainsd
by turnini? the filoi about th@. optical axis of the system until extinction
occurs. At this point compensation has been effected. Therefore at oosh-
*-
pensation with the conipensatcr setting fit r*






1 -^ tan J^^ tan^,
2
tan (^^ - Vt^.) = ^ " ^ ainSr
'c re» o»






Since the rotation produced by the sj«cin«n is usually auch less than 5
€Mf^ - ^ ,) = R^






In Figure II-8 the elliptical oompsnsator ia located above the rota->
tlon eoapeffflator and consists of an extremely thin mica plate ceu^nted
betvreen cover glasses and is rotatable in its own plane. As in the rota-
tion compensator* light traverses the mica plate in both the incident and
reflected directions, thereby removing half the phase shift due to the
speoiaen in the incident beam and the other half from tho reflected beam.
Since the relationship of elliptically polarised light to a sphere has
already been shown, it is easy to present a geometrical explq nation of
what hax^ns to li^t as it traverses the elliptical compensator*
Figure 11-9 shews the five operations on the incident plane polarieed
light. Tto fast axis (principal direction) of the specimen is assumed to
be at 45** to the direction of polariaation. This will be a longittKie of
90^ in the sphere since all angles are double. (It should be recalled
that the isaximism ellipticity due to the specisan occurs when the direction
of polariaation of the incident light is at 45** to one of the principal
directions of the crystal. This will fix the position of the specimen
on the stage in the procedure to be dascribed later).
Figure II-8(a) shows the rotation of the incident light after
passing through the rotation compensator (inclined quarter-wave film).
Figure TI-©(b) shows the jAiase shift Introduced into the rotated plans
polariBsd light after having passed through th^ mica plate of the ellip-
tical conpensator. This is the light which falls on the specimen. It is
to be noted that this light is now slightly elliptical having been given
both a rotation and a piiase shift. Figure II-©(c) showa the rotation and
phase shift given to the incident light by the specimen. Figure IT-9(d)
sho^s the phase shift given to the light as it passes back through the










ffiloa plate and Fi^iire II--8(e) shows tho rotation added wi»n it peases
throu^ the quarter vave film again. Thia last point lies on the equator
of the apb^re indicating that it ia p^Laos polarised light (no latitude)
and ia in the aame direction aa the Incident light (no chanj^ in longitude).
Thus the ellipticity haa been oompenaated for and when viewed throu{?h a
croaaed analyser thara anould ba extinction.
Froa Figure II-9, it can be ahcwn by projection geoaiatiy (see Ap-
pendix A) that
aln A r sin <p ain(8m + 8dj^) -t ain(2a -- ZdA (52)
whara t is the jiiasQ shift on the sphere di» to the speoiioen
a i© the angular diaplacoraant of the mica plate
faat axia from aero
rp is the phase shift due to tho sdea plate
d^ and d^ are individual rot-ritions of incident and
reflected beans due to rotation costpensator.
Knowing that d. and d^ are small and about equal and that A ia a
soall angle* «e obtain
A = 2 sin ip ain 2m -.-.-(S3)
-where A ia in radians.
Y/hsn the apeelnen ia in the diagonal position, the incident lij^ht
is reflected with naximua elliptioity. This elliptical light has com-
ponents vibrating parallel and perpendicular to the direction of polari-
sation. These two components id 11 be out of phase since the light is
elliptical. The phase an,gle between these components wh^ch ia caused
by the speoimsn is called tT, the charaQteriatio angle. ^
Tor each type of s pacinian there are aany anisotropy paraastera.
These consist of special functions of the index of refraction, the coeffi-







8peeifflBn» and the index of ths ImBerelon nsdlum. However* all of these
functions are related to two of the parameters • one t?ill be called the
polarisation coefficient €, and the other the phase coefficient o • It
has been shocm that 6 is the tan^nt of the Ciskivth of the major azis
of the reflected vibration ellipse measured froa the vibration direction
of the incident light (Eq. 80) and 6 is the ratio of the ndnor axis to
the major axis. For incident linearly polarized li^ht* the reflected el-
lipse can be written in the form
v©^'^ =e-«-iS (54)
where v is the relative anisotropQr and is equal to >/ C '^ a
•^ tan'b =-£. (55)
on the sphere} ^rtanw ~- (2B)
and W is one-half the latitude of a point on the sphere.
Since we are referring to the phase shift (change of latitude) due
to the specinen (Fii^ure ll-9(c)).
. ^ I tan * (aiinus due to convention on sphere)
or for saall angles of t
t Z
-^f (36)
FroiB Figure II-© and Equation (50) it is seen that the tangent of
angle between the major axis of the ellipse and the incident plane li^ht
in terna of the coa^neator is
2






Substltubia^ equations (56) and (SO) into eouation (S5)« ^vos
tan It : - ain » ain 2m - « - » (j$7)
Honeviorf tha quarter-wave filE, in the x^otation oocqsensator la exact
only for ona trave len^h of light. For vsto len^hs longer or shorter
than this* the lij^t irill suffer a relative phase ehan^ in passing throng*
Therefore equation (S7) aust be corrected for the wave length of light
used and beeones
tan Ij = -gJP <o aiP 2a -Vain p sin 2r /ggx
1^-1
ZR- '^""^
Trhere the quantities <p« p» and R are detendnad experimsntally and are
constants of the cooipansator.
It should be noted in the above derivation that the ^ used is not
strictly the characteristic angle since the incident light is not plane
but elliptical due to passing through the rotation and elliptical cosf
pensators omse* However, for practical purposes, the approximation is
not too bad.
The >?au8Ch and Loab Elliptical Vibration Compensator (I'is'ure III-8)
has calibrated divided circles upon which can be read the settings on the
rotation and elliptical coapensators . Tte readings for extinction on
two successive diagonal positions of the speciioan are subtracted to give
the values of Sai and 2r to be used in equation (SB).
'b is a unique value — it is a constant, for a particular aniso-
tropic Qstal or nurasral regardless of the angle of the basal piano or
cleavai^ plana (provided that the surface condition is the ss^me in each
ease). The value of TT for isotropic orystels is not constJ^nt and varies
COWFIUEIOTAL ^ ^ U 3
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between -90^ to -t^ • For anlaotropie orystals 'b' will show a change
with surface charaoteriatlce which are uodetecteibla under ordinary mlcro-
seoplo exaiidnation. The osasurecient of 'b aervee as a criterion of the
excellence of the psltshlng technique « the highest value of "^ bsing
9
the beet polished. Tabulated values showing this fact &re available*
If an inereaso in the cliaracteristic angle, t*, can be uae«l as a
criterion for the acoellsnce of polishing techniques • then decreasing
angles of tj could jerve to indicate 9 film growth on a pollshod surfaes.
Therefore, the authors propose to stu<j^ and attempt to determine the









A. Preparation oS Specinieno
The original raateri'?! from which all spacinens were prepnrod was
an 18" piece of Weatinghouae Grade I Crystal Bar Zirconiati, approxiiaately
5/8" in diaraetei'. The existing surface film was roiaoved by wirebruehing
and by chemical etching in a 1x1 aolution of water and nitric acid plus
a few drops of concentrated hydrofluoric add. v.hen all of the film had
been removed* the bar was washed under tap water.
From this original bar, a four-inch billet (approximately equal to
100 graira) w^s cut from the center section. This billet was inspected
again for nry^ surface film, especially in anci around the Jasrged gr<?in
boundaries of the surface crystals and then it was rewashed and dried
in acetone.
In order to hooogenise this "mother billet," it was drip njelted
twice under a vacuum of 10 tLcrons in a quarts tube using hlfrli fre-
quency induction heating as shown in Fig. IlT-1. The qu-irtz t\ibe was
evacuated by the u3\5r>l laboratoiy fore punip, difAislon pump vacuum systera.
The zirconium billet rras dripped into a st^indard '/'.T.T, copper crucible
which is shown in cross section in Figure III-2. Previous work had shewn
that copper pickup from such a crucible w?»3 nsgligible. after each of
the first few drip-oeltinfjs, the quartz tube (Fij?ure ITT-1) showed a
slight dark film deposit on the inside surface in the vicinity of the
position where th»3 zirconium had been suspended during the melt. This


































impurities (e.g., Fa) volatilised during the melting prcoess. It was
noted that the nnount of film deposited Aft&r'^each melt was less than for
the previous laelt. This suggested that the major percentQf»e of the im-
purities of the "mother billet" ware volatilized in the first fe»f drip-
melts •
Since* from previous experience, a vacuum of 10"* microns was set
38 the aoount of evacuation necesaary to avoid appreciable oxygen pickup
during any high te-r^^erature process Involving? airconium. the word "vacuuai"
throughout the rest of this paper will mean a vacuum of 10 microns.
After the "mother billet" had been drip oelted twice, it was held
under vacuum at IQixP C for about ten minutes in order tc further horao-
genlae the material. The first spediaen (piece H, Fig, JTI-4) then was
roughed out from a 1/8" thick slice cut off from the large diameter end
of the drip melted billet as shown in Figures I'T-S and lTT-4.
Piece (H) of Figure ITT-4 was prepared for metallc^raphic exandna-
tlon v.hlle the remainder of the slice was driven to the chemist for analysis.
Upon completion of the chemicfil analysis, the material then re-naining was
subjected to a corrosion-resisting qxiality test in distilled water at
315^ C for arproximsitely 600 hours. ;iamples A, C, U, nnt? F were so tested.
i^fter the first slice had been cub from the main billet, nltro^n
was added to the reminder of the billet. Froia thl3 billet the second
slice was cut yielding the second sample. This process was repeated
until six sa-Tples had been ppcpared with Increasing quantities of nitroj^n,
/^fter each nitro^n addition, the billet was drip-tnelted in vacuum twice
to provide homogeneity. A sa^aplo calculation to detemdne the pressure
of nitro^j^en to be bled into the vacuum system in order to add a desired
nun&er of parts per million of nitrogen to the billet is given in Appendix




million are ohendcally described in Table C-l of Appendix C and wore









The six speclaonB listed were prepared for raetnllographlo ox-»iaina-
tion as fcilc«3^^i
(a) Paper pciiahed using kerosene on successively finer papers
from S2C A down to 3/0 raakin» each pass at 90** to the pro-
ceding pass,
(b) Slightl^r etched in a solution of equal parts of water and
nitric acid plus a few drops of hydrofluoric acid» washed in
water and dried in acetone.
(c) Elsctropolished in a solution of one ic^rt of GOf, perchlcric
acid to ten parts of ^laci^l acetic acid using a atninlesa
steel ancjde and ai^roximately 0.5 amperes and 18 volts for
about 45 seconds, i^perionce and skill is needed in this
phase in order to produce a "standard" electropolished surface
»
free fro^i any macroscopic film and surface irresjularities
.
Since a a^eiaical etch film can be produced i f the sample is
left in :.hG solution aftor the current is turned off » the
sample always was vvithdrawn froja the solution with the cur-





excessiTOly lorv? period of tlma or with excessively M.fy,h
volta^ enn cnuse surface deviations, these conditions h^d
to be avoided. Tvo of the samples inadvertently were ex-
cessively electropolished on the first tiy and had to be
paper polished, etched and eloctropolished over again. All
six samples whsn completed* hoivever« shosrad a remarkably
"stands (^n surface. The values of the characteristic ^gle
for all of the anisotropio airccniura crystals selected did
not differ by more than ir2. ^'oreover, after corrodln.<^ these
specinsrts fifteen tines, the surfaces again were oreoired in
the sam^ manner and gave reproducible results of the charac-
teristic; an^^le of the sazoe crystals, within the same lifoit
of erro:.*. After each electropolishin^ operation, the surface
was waslied with denatured ethyl alcohol and i niTBdiatelc' hot-
air dri<jd.
Q, ?tetallograi^c Procediire and Eguipitient
A detailed doacription of the equipfnent used is Included in :i.B.
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thesis, M.I.T,, 19:51, by E. L. Bronson. A photograph of this equipnent
is shown in Fijrure II 1-7.
The j^neral procedure followed was to use an Klliptical Vibration
Coraponsator to aeaiiure the phase shift and rotation in the reflected
polarized li,«:ht frua a particular portion of a selected crystal after
successive growths of corrosion film. In order to do this, it was
necessaxy to exaraiiie each speciiaen very carefully under polarissed li^ht
in order to select one or acre crystals in that spociisen which had the
followiaij characteristics
:
(a) large eiiou.^h (l/52« x 1/52" minimum).




(c) Free from spots or areas which becanie alternately bright and
dark but not in phase sequence with the backc^round crystal
materij^l,
(d) Free fran twin bands.
(e) As far as possible, free from pits, inclusions, and spots
wJdch remained dark throughout an entire rotation,
(f ) As far as possible, free from shaded variations in color
that appear wjthin a crystal on seme angles of rotation
while ?ii3pearin?? uniform in color on other angles. This
"mottled e'^fect" previously has shc«7n up in drip-raslted
samples, but its nature and cause still reniaan unknown.
Two crystals were selected in each of samples A and F, while one
crystal was selectod in each of samples B, C, D, nnd E. The two crystals
in A and F were chosen in order to determine whether the orientation of
the basal planes had ar^^ effect on tKi variation in the phase shift and
in the rotation of the plane of polarisation from the surface of the
randomly oriented crystals and from the corrosion filns ^rown thereon.
Once the eitht crystals were selected, they were photographed
at 50 X in order uo preserve a record of their contours to assist in
identification after the corrosion films h?»d been rirrown.
Having chcssn a particular crystal in each SJ^iaple, it was naoesaary
to select a particular area in each 8?iraple and to devise a rasans which
would permit obse^rvations of that particular area (and only th'^t ^rea)
after each successive autoclavins. The equipc»nt shoRn in -ifj. Pl-S,
pieces J, K, and L were desi;?ned to accomplish this function.
In Figure III
-6, piece J is a frosted i^lass plate set in a mstal*







"cross hnirs" wera drawn in black Ink nt the center of the rlaaa pl«te.
^9ext a sheet toetnl plate with a ono-lixih circular hole cut out of ita
center was fitted into another frame so that-^y sutierpcaition, the hole
was concentric with the l-lA^" circle drann on the glass plate. Four
5/52" bolting holes were drilled «8 shown in S of Fii?ure III -5. To this
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plate the housing for the photonultiplier tube was bolted as shown nn
L of Figure I1I-6. The n»tallO|?raph was now ready to be used to measure
the intensity of polarised Uy^^t as reflected from the spocinens. Figure
ITI-* is a diagram of the optiCPl system in the '^ausch and Lomb itesearch
lietallograph, which was used in this stiKiy. The Carbon Arc source of
li^ht normally suoplied with the matallogr'= ph previously had tieen replaced
with a 40-watt Zi2x;onarc tube which, after a warni-ap period of three hours,
provided a source of white light which was reasonably constant in intensity
«
To assist the Zirconarc in niaintaining. constant intensity, a iiaytheon 100
power factor 120 v-oit 120 watts voltage stabilizer was connected into the
alternating curreit feed to the Zirconarc Power Supply Box. This Por/er
Supply Box acted as a converter and furnislied the Zirconarc tube with
approximately 2 ai^res at 30 volts, direct current. All of the equipment
described in this paragraph is shown in Figure ITT-7,
To make cer;.ain that the polarised licfht always struck perpendicular
to the surface of the speciinan (or its film), each specimen w^s viewed
with its elfictropolished side down on a thin glass plate which had been
ssade to fit the rjcgss in the head of the raet^jllograph. This ^1*^33 plate
had a 1/4" hole cat at the center with the edges of the hole carefully
ground over so thrit no protrudin.-* shrrp ed^es were available to scratch





























The speclmon was then oenterod over the hole in the ^Iajs plate
so that the metallogs^;^ beam fell on the doaired crystal, Thia viaa moat
expeditiously aocoouslished by acannlng the san^le with a relatively loiv
magnification (5.6 x) ob^ctive lana In the mat^llograph. Once the ciyatal
waa located* a IS'.S X objective lens waa inserted in place of the 5.6 lens,
fiilth a combination of a 15.S objective lena and a 10 X liyperplane ayepiece^
and the bellcms extended to 38.6 oa, the ma^^niflcatlon obtained vras 200 X.
Once the cross hairs of the ^1p33 plate (J), Ki=^ure ITT-5, were located
in a "clean" area of the crystal* a map of the exact location of the cross
hairs and the 1-1/16" circle relative to the adjacent grin bound^iriea
waa traced on a transparent paper, vvith this map, it wss relatively easy
to reposition th© crystal after each antoclavin;? so that the photomultipliar
tube was meaaurin/^ li^t intensity from the same nreti each tinie. It also
was necessary to align the objective lens in the rsatallograph for each
crystal so that upon rotatioa of the stage through 330 the crystal would
revolve concentrically around the centering cross hairs. This alignjasnt
was most easily and moat accurately accomplished by viewinsr the rotation
at 200 X on the glass plate.
Once the crystal had been located accurately » the -net^llopraph sta^e
was rotated in increinenta of 10° through 360^- The amplification of the
photoiaultiplier circuit was adjusted at the battery box to give readin,cf3
on the galvanoaeter ranging between and 100, Instead of tabulating
tne readings, they were more rapidly plotted directly on reproducitle ^-^raph
paper forms printed especially for this purpose (^.ppondlx D). This •
portion of the data was tnkeu in order to locate the four azitnuthal posi-






rotation. Henceforth these four positlone will \30 called the diagonal
position of the cryatal, Tte entire curve was recorded, instead of juat
the peaks, since this plot permitted a tjp?iphical location of the exact
diBf^onal positions more accurately tiian coild bd obtained merely by sweeping
with the galvanometer in the vicinity of the peaks. As it turned out,
other interesting i^iysical phanoiasna became ar-parent after studyin(? and
comparing the sliape of the intensity curves.
Having determined the four ang?.»s of settiaT of tho matsllo^rraph
sta^ for the dia.^onal positions, the 13.5 obelective lens was removed and
the Elliptical Vibration Conjisnsator was inserted in its place. ?h© coin-
penaator was centered in the a^as tnanner as ws the IS .5 lens and the
exact area to be scanned again was located on tiva glass plate (J) Figure
ni-S. This was necessary because each tin© a lens was removed from the
cistallograph and then replaced, it was found that Hs optical axis would
not return exactly to its previous position. Havin^ centered the ellip-
tical compensator and relocated the area on the snmf>le with the aid
of the tracing, the aetallograph table was set on each of the azimuths
of the diagonal positions at which points the elliptical compensator was
adjusted for extinction. Figure in-8 Is n pliotograph of the elliptical
compensator and Figure II-8 is a sketch of its optical 3>'Stem. In Fl-ure
IIT-8 the upper pin controls phase shift while t=e lower pin controls ro-
tation of the plane of polarization. To adjust the ccftnersator for ex-
tinction both pins are rotated by trial and error until the galv^inoneter
^ves a minimum reading. The significance of this operation is described
in Chapter II. Two extinction readings wei« taken at each of the four
diagonal petitions. The phase shift and rotation duo to the specisnen







Since the baalc problem ccDslsted of using polarized light to study
the characteristics of the corrosion film on zirconium, 3t w»s importiint
to be able to correlate the data cbtnjried with a one corrosion oararaeter.
Previous work oy the authors had shewn that 100^ r was too low and 515** C
was too high for optimum j^rowth of corrosion film for this type of study.
Consequently, during run {f\, successive autc^lavl nsjs were carried out at
a teraperatiure of 235^ C for equal incrsrnenbs of iS ndautes each. In run
(fZ the time of each autoelaving remained IS ainntea but the teapsraturo
was raised to 295^ C,
The autoelaving for run ^1 is describsd in detail as follows. The
st^iinless steel autoclave was filled with dijtlll3d water and the six
specimens were placed in the w^ter with elactropolished surfaces facing
upwards. The cover was then bolted and the autoclave was heated in an
electric oven from rown temperature to 233** C using a constant sotting
on a ^ariac in the circuit. The time requirad to bring the autoclave up
to temperature in this manner was approximately two hf urs ?»nd twenty-two
mirutes, atKJ this tiiae reraair«d reasonably constant varyinf? by not more
than is8 lainates. As soon as the autoclave temper-iture reached 253 C,
the autoclave imnodiatsly was transferred to a preheated oven with
autosBtic controls rhich maintained the autoclave temperature at 233° C.
After is minutos at this temperature, the autoclave was removed, sprayed
with water until this sprayed water no longer turned to steam and then
immBrsed in tap water. The entire '.ooling procedure took approximately
five minutea and was constant to wi thin i: 1/12 minute. Once cooled, the
autoclave was opened, the simples removed and air-dried with a syrin^.
For each successive &utoclavin;T, new distilled water was used. Calibrated





liMXi nZ iras conducted in a manner similar to run !f\ except that only
one autoclaving was dona rvoA Its tempexntiire w^i's Z2h^ C. The tine required
to bring the autoclave up to 295° C vas 2 hours fine' 50 minutes, Tl:ie
cooling tiaoe iras 5 minutea«
In run ^1, tha corroaion film varied In color from p pale yellow
after the first autoclaving, on through straw, to medium brown to blulah
for tne last aiAoclavit^. In general the changes in film color \vere almilar
to those obtained in tonK5orir;g steel » Polarized light rendln.^s v/ere ob-








1. Th« values obtained for either 2m, 2r, or tr do not vaty in any manner
consistent with the nitroii^en content in the apeciinana. Therefore,
at present this csethod does not apoear suitable for use as a corrosion-
resistance test for zirconium.
Z» t'ith further refinement in oisthods of sample preiytration and with
more accurate optical aysteias, it still taay be possible to use
polarized light to determine corrosion-resistance of airconium* The
details of what refinemsnts are necessary ^nd what optical errors
should be elirriinated are included in Chapter V.
5. Three possible explanations of why the value of ti did not vaiy as
the nitrogen content in the speclnens are as foUowsi
A. As shcarn in Appendix C, the inadvertent impurities in the speoiiMOs
were considerable compared to nitrogen content. For exaraple,
in the lew nitrogen sample 1/ -1 thars v;aa about twenty times as
much iron and oaxt)on as there was nitroften. In thci rejnainder of
tne snmples, as the content of nitrogen was incrensed, volatili-
zation reduced the quantities of other impurities. It is en-
tirely possible that the variation of the effects on corrcsion
of these other impurities was ?^eater than that of the nitrogen.
B. dome metala corrode at different rates along different directions,
liirconiua, being anisotropic in other properties, probably is also
anisotropic in corrosion. Therefore, with random orientation
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growth oauaed by sprain orientation nny Inve been of cirreater ma/^ni-
tude than the effect of nitro^n content.
C. A combination of (A) and (B) aotin;r together,
4. The anomalous behavior of cmrvea lA-iJ, 2A-2 and 2F-4 are explained
by the fact that their optical axes vere nearly perpendicular to the
aurfaee of the speciman. This stetenBrt is based on the f'^ct that the
speoinionB* when rotated upon the stage did not go throa,<?h sharp maxima
and ndniiaa of intensity* but instead reraainod fairly dark throui?hout
the entire rotation. Jince a hexa^nal cryst'?! has two of its three
cry3t?2l axes of equal .Tft^nitude «ind s^nce tVese two equal axes were
contained in the surface of the spednen, ttiero w^s very little el-
lipticity introduced into the incident plrine polarised lif?ht« Conse-
quently • the reflected polarized light contained practically no ellip-
ticity which resulted in practically no phase shift. The rotation
of the plans of polarization, hcwever. was considerably more than for
the other specimsns. Hence with essentially » constant phase shift
and an increasin** rotation of the plane of pol^riaatioot the charac-
teristic angle Kj , which depends on the ratio of the s3 nes of these
two paraiasters, increased rapidly as shown in Figiures IV-1 and IV-S.
5. /is the corrosion tiins was increased, the color of the specimens pro-
gressed froa natural to straw, to ysllow, to brown, to blue in overall
appearance.
6. Lookln/? at each spocirnen in more detail, the color of the fllia was
not hCHao;?eneous across ths surf-'»ce of any srsecirasn. For example,
in a 3peci«»n where the overall appearance of the surface jjave a





appeared yellcfv and some blua, whereaa the anjority aonesred brown.
The boundaries betweeti these chanj^es In color were sharp f^nd hnd 9
general ?ippear?inc9 siralLnr to the boundnrles of large re.i^ul«»r zirconiuuTi
crystals.
7, Mditional zirconium crystal bar samples (not the ' to F series dls-
cvBsed in this thesis) ware corroded for eighty hours at 515° C plus
six days at 345^ C, A small amount ol" T<hite powderish film becarns
noticeable. This film was concentrated in t/hite lines Vv'hich appeared
to be outlinirfT zjrconium cry3t?«l boundaries.
8, .'^fter the 15th autocl-svinr: at 233° F (end of Hun
-fl) the specimens were
autoelaved at 233 C for about 40 hours. Upon rAStalloTraTi^ic examina-
tion the film was studded with reddish jrref?ul*«r spot? which shone
through the much more darkJ;^- colored background of thi3 crystal. In
addition, there were sets of longitudinal 'lines which appeared 33
cracks in the film. In this condition, the diai^mil positions of
niaximuEi intensities could not accurately bo oeterniisiod, nor could
the adjustments be loade for mininum intensities on the elliptical
coapensator. vJinae the surface bein?? studied w^s no Icnajer homo-
geneous, these results were taken as being mndoni )?nd were discarded.
trom. this experience it is felt that polarized light cannot be used
to obtain quantitative effects on film gro»t.h after the film has
either broken down in local areas, or split, or grown too thick.
9, The crystal boundaries remained the same shspe and size when observed
throui:hout the entire i^raath ranf?e of film nprowth. This fact indi-
cates that the f iL-a was thin or that its structure w^s similar to







10, upon calibration of Elliptical Vibration Componsator ?37 with a
arrconarc source of white ll^ht, the now constants obtained qr©
contained in tha followln,': corrected formula for the characteristic
angle » J»y^
tan t? Z -.6666 iiEL^S 4. .02CB
sin 2r
U, tihen apacimena lA-«, 2A-fi; and 2F-4, (which had their optie«»l axes
almost normal to the surface)* were rotated thrcujyh 360°, only
two points of maximuia intensity appeared. Vpcn investi^tion,
it was found that the 13.5 objective lona rr^ strained, -hen
another 13.5 objective lens xvas used, the usual fcxtr points of
maximum intensity were observed. The dia;?onal positions of th<j
remainder of the samples were checked usin^ both 13.5 lenses and the
aBimutha coincided, showing no error in this source of the data.
12. The results of oorrodini? specimens A, C, D and F in distilled water
at 315 C for 800 hours shorted that specimens A, C, ?ind D were of







REC0!'!;v^NDATI0?J3 FOR PDHTHSH IWKSTIQATION
It is recomniended that further atvdy, yaing polarized li^t* be
of the characteristics of the corrosion film of alrccniura. Scne
suggestions which may proire beneficial In such a stuijty are listed as
follows
I
1, Proparation of speciinens
(a) Do all drip-oslting in a vacuin of 10"® microns to reduce ostygen
pickup in the speoinions.
(b) Since chemical analyois indicated th^t the lar/^est percentages
of miscellaneous imprjrltles tiere removed by volatilization during
the first few nialtinss, drip melt the niothar b5.11et of crystal
bar about six times for reduction of impurities and for homogeni*
Batlon, Out ths billet into four parts and add nitro^n bo that
the apeciniscs to be attxdied will cont^dn approx1rnat(»3y 0> 100«
200 and 500 parts per lallHon of rdtrogen. This pr^nedu2?e will
give each apecioen the sane nuoiber of drip sosltings and will re»
duce the variation in impurities.
(c) Make speciineos larger and provide an additional 10 ^ratns for
chemical analysis plue 5 grans for standard corrosion rssistanc©
test.
2. Since the oetallflgraph optical systea sod its associated lenses are
being returned to ^he factory for correction of optical errors, this
problem should e? * be a factor In future work. However, periodic
calibration ctiscks should be toade on the o^tallograp^t.






is 6ugg«8ted that the speoinens consist of s large nuesber of small
grains that ara <';;iven a ps'dfordntial direction by cold working. 3y
using a largo aroa with esall grains, i.o» about 100 ,<^rainSa this
problera nay be s^pproached in a statistical mannsr. This may be done
ty scribing an area on the apeclmen «$nd oenterir^r thio area aftor
each autoclave so that the isasio area will be observed each time. Ad-
ditional sdvantagtM of this mathod are that the effects of ary pre-
ferential corrosion along grain boundaries will bo included and any
preferential corrosion due to crystal orientation will be elisslQatod.
Aftor any cold woricing> the specinsns should be isnnealed. TvrinB in
the field boin^ measured give erroneous results,
4. Use the elliptical compensator with an optically Inactive standard
for locating the diagonal positions aa well as for determining the
phase shift and rotation in the refXocted li^^ht, Thiu procedure is
outlined in the Bauseb and LGob Elliptical Vibration Compensator In-
9
struction Book.
5. Heeord intensities of diagonal positions and of ainimua positions.
In order to do this it will be desirable to make ons or more "intensity
standards" to which the galvanometer can be calibrated.
6. Autoclave at 295° C for one hour intervals,
7. Carefully note and record the col<3r and general ifiacroacppic surface
appearance for each oeasureniant. It is entirely possible that the
corrosion time at which a specimsn first shcffjs film breakdown (as
described in Cr ipt. Il'-€) may be used as a corrosion parameter.





Oeoggtrical AnalyT/dg of Polneagf? 3phok*a for I'haae
3hd.?t Due tc 3pae Imesi
From Figura A-1
AB Z CA sln(2Li-^2d^)
AC ~ AB tan tp^ z (A tan 9^ 8in(S» <^ Sd.
)
tan r fiP. s ^^ **" *i a3u(25ii •»• 2dj^)
Similarly
OA OA
tan . r tan o^ 8in(2m + 2dj^) (a)
FR :: OP 8iis(2a - Zd^)
QP r PIl tan <f>2 r OP -^n q« (si.n 2a - 2d2)
tan^T - QP r ^^ ^^'^ *^ 8in(2iB - Sd^)
OP
tan C S ttn (pg ain(2a - Z^)
Since phase shift dua to speoim&n ia A s ^1^^2
and <p* -^ Vg = (p
addir;^: (a) ssid (b)
(b)
or
tan <r, -^ tap
^2^ I tan «p I ain(aa •• 2a2^) -f ain(2m - 2dj^J
sin« te J^ -t-^g^^ tanji-fr- tan^g
1-tan^^tan/^j
and sin u d-s an^ Og <^ 3.
tan ( ij + cjg) «»^ taa J^ 4. tanjg
tan A z tan (i>| sln(2a'»-2dx) -%-9ln(2a - 2d2) I
and A nnd (p are both anall so












dft!lff>LS CAUCUUTIOK FOR ADDITION (F WITROGSH
ProblsB: To add 4C ppm nitrogen to a slrconium billet ifeL^hlng 87.5 gm,
^0 ^ X and X r ^ *T'^ " mmber gw Ng needed
P 87.5 W10
Convert gms. of N to ce of N^ at STP and convert for roosi temperature
ec of K = ^x ^»S 3, 22,400 ^ 300
^ 106 28 278
Estioate that an exeees of 20^ N must be supplied because a portion
of the available (L ia not absorbed vben the sirconiuB billet is heated.
•
ce of N • 1.2 X 40 X 87,5 x 22.400 x 800 - „
10^ X 28 X 278
VoluBB of oanifold Z 525 cc : V^
P Z atiaos. press, (on this Chy Z 751 em)
Yl = ^2^8 °' "^2 = ^^
\
' P« = 761 X 1.2 X 40 X 87.5 x 22,400 x 500 ; 9,54 na
10^ X 28 X 275 X 525
Consequently, bleed nitrogen from the circular flask (shcwm at
the top of Fig. B-l) into the aanifold until the pressure oanoraatsr reads
8*54 on. Open the stopcock to the quartz tube (Fig. ITI-l) containing
the zirconium billet and heat the billet ty induction coil to iSOO** C
for about ten isinutes or until the 8.54 nun pressure of N^ has been reduced







nPlCAL LMBOiif.TuUy AFP,*,rtATD3 ?m







CPEMIC.nL ft MP 3PSCTH0QRAPHIC Mi'tYSlii
Table I gives tho results of Chensioal nnd 3pectrogxnp5^1o Analysis
of the origir»l ^estinghouse Grade I Crystal Bar Zirconium and of the six
samples (A, B« C, D* i^« and F) made from t'tiat ii'^terial. During the ni*
tro^n addition there vac no substantial change in concentration of any
other eleraents except oxygen, carbon and iron^ Of these, the oxyfjon
increased while the iron decreased. y<hile the ssnll amount of oxyai&n
pickup noticed would not essentially alter one way or other the co^*ro8ion
resisting qualities of the S'>qal0s» the reduction in iron content rdght
veil have a pronounced effect. In particular* Jample ^ wtUch was purest
in nitrogen was most impure in iron, with n r^tio of iron impurity to







CH:':^acAL CvJTTBNT OF FAKJif^T ZIRCONIUM AND




O CO JiLlO CO '73
• •
t/3 0'..'
c 110 90 L»0 50 140 ao 1
70 90 260 580 290 450 520
N R 6 70 115 147 150 240
F« 1S2 65
31 <10-«0 50 55 50 20 15
Al 54-40 45 40 40 50 40 55
Ti <S-9 6 /<! M /<! M^ <S yt^l
Kl 6-0 5 /<! /ti /<! M^ <5 Al
Cr <.S-65 150 25 20 25 50 <5 20
Ca 12 7 9 8 8 10 5
Cu 9 5 4 /<! Al 2 /<!
I Mg a /<! 2 1 /<! 20 6
i iH>
1
4 /<^ /<! /<^ /<! /(^
/<10 /<10 /<10 /<io /<io /rio /fio
i Pb
1
3 /<^ /^l /<^ A^ /<! /(I
3n 2 1 /^l /i^ Al









The data consists of values of phase ahli't and of rotation of
plans of polariaatlos n»asiirod after elsctropolis^ing and after each
autoolavl:^. It waa plotted directly on graph paper forms de8l5?ned
espoclally for this purpose.
'^ For each speciiadn for e&oh run. a ourw iTas faired through tho
measured values of Zm. and of 2r versus ths niaaber of autoulavings •
These curves are Included at the end of each section of data* The
values used in the calcul&tio«iS of Appendix F are values picked off the











2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15
AUTOCLAVES AT 233*0
E I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15
AUTOCLAVES AT 233*C
PHASE SHIFT (2m) AND ROTATION OF PLANE OF
POLARIZATION (2k) VS. CORROSION







4 Marc^ 195^ PM












































AV '^R 1.87 PHASE ROTATION
PLOT thesl: values versus corrosion time-
graph OF polarized light intensity versus angle oe rotation of sample
08O 260
ROTATIO^nf SAMPLE D 52CD3

samplf: no 1A 6 PPM N2. o^^r^ IZ t^rth PM












































AV Am 3.05 PH^SE SHIFT
Av Ar 1,10 PHASE r6tation
PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION T|ME
|-_L
GRAPH OF POLARIZED LIGHT .INTENSITY VERSUS ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE








OATL 14 MARCH 195^












































; ; 1- . _
'
;





Av AR .75 P>^ASE ROTATION
;
PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION T|ME
.j._-L„;
GRAPH OF POLARIZED LIGHT INTENSITY VERSUS ANGLE OF ROTATION OF 6AMPLH
137 517












^''t'TI'AV I^M jll.aO I l»HASEiSI
• • ; • -'^ t ;- ' - - •; • V,
AV_ AR .•'' .PHASE. RdTATldN






GRAPH OF POLARIZED LilGHT iNtENSITY VERSUS ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE











__J j ,70 t»H>n{sEi RdTAViON :
PlJoT THESE VlALUEi VERSUS CORROSION T)ME;
i„i:iJ-t- i i
.i.-j


























:^M,. -i- ? •"* .
!l?!^?
Av i-M i''c,'!.T PHASr SHIFT
AV ':^R '-3 PHASE ROTATION
PLOT THtSE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME
Gf?APH OF POLARIZED LIGHT INTENSITY VERSUS ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE


























:'.w i_l^.?C f-R. ._-_.C5.._ !
AV Am l^.nr PHASE SHIFT
AV AR . ,1C PHASE ROTATION
PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME
GRAPH OF POLARI2EO LIGHT INTENSITY VERSUS ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE


























M., 37.20 R. H5.70-
I










AV Am 13»^ ' PHA5E SHIFT
AV AR - ,18 PHASE ROTATION
.CLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME
tm
-A-.
GRAPH OF POLARI2ED LIGHT INtENSItY ^ERSUS ANGLE OF ROtTAtlOfl <>F JSAMpLejam T





1CRYSTAL NO SURFACE FILM CONDITION
DATE 27 MAJICH 1S52 PW





















or HoLARIZED light INTEhjiSttY
Ti -
"
-f - - I ' I -t—
^
\








I t ' - 1
VE^lSljiS AINGLE OF ROTTATION OF SAMPLE
5a- 5-2e&3-
ANGLE OF ROTATION^Ctf SAMPLEm
n }:.'>r,n'i

SAMPLE No U 6 i:" PPM ^"2
CRYSTAL No SURFACE FILM CONDITION
d;xte.29 march 1952 PM

















PLJOTT^ESE YiALUES VERSUS cpRRO^HDN TIME






























6 pp^ N^. DATE 30 MAHCH 19?2 m






M. 35-90 : R. ^5^15....-^ 7
a
1











Av AM lU,05 : PHASE SHIFT
Av AR -•3^ PHASE ROTATION
PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME
GRAPH OF POLARIZED LIGHT INTENSITY VERSUS ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
1^






6 PPM K^ DATL- 1 APRIL 1952 FM















rf M. .3^or5. R.
AM34 13»^ ^'R3.> i 4'.05 I
R^ UJ'i.^O
^e;^-
Av Am 13,60 ~^ASE sftrT
Ayi AB .00 PHASE R<j>TATION
PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION ijiME











I (^ ..W. @ .:205 1 ({p ...15? !
Rl M'^ «?
.





U9.0 u%- Nr !"v
1 :
^^,.,.,





















AV Am 13,93 PHASE SHIFT
AV AR ,03 PHASE ROTATION
PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME
GRAPH OF POLARIZED LIGHT INTENSITY VERSUS ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
-f-s^-i







6 PPM N2 OATE 3 APRIL 195? PM
SURFACE FILM CON DITION A3^^ kVTQCLAm OF l^ KVJ , 233°C
35.3 -




^5>66^: r;3^>y :r: u5>75
.1. .1
p





1 AM34 1H.05 i^RaV;- .i?
:
ATT-yrris^^phi^^




L C|RAPH[p^ R01JAR|zeb ilGkrllNt^l^lfV ivERS^JS Ar^dljE ^F ROTATloKl 0FiSAfi*S^^; -1
68




DAT- _5_APEIL 1952- PM
i
I @ ...150




























gRApMipTf f^U^R^,©^: UGHT W^ ^P 'ROfrAffON OF SAMPLE.;;

















00 I I I I II I I
E I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15
AUTOCLAVES AT 233"C
PHASE SHIFT (2m) AND ROTATION OF PLANE OF
POLARIZATION (2k) VS. CORROSION TIME






6 PPM '•2 DATE.6W»rcK 135^



















E$ VER$US CQRROSION TJMR
dRAPHJOF POLARIZED LIGHT INTENSITY VERSUS ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
71
JGLE or ROTATION OF SAMPLE D 52003

3A ^l 2Z MartK liSl





































Av .-^ M Z^iO PHASE SHIFT
AV i^R 0.95 PHASE ROTATION
PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION T3M5
-
-
:- i-^.; .-L- .
GRAPH OF FNDLARI2EO LIGHT INTENSITY VERSUS ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
177
i;;0 180 240
ANGLE OF ROTATION ^?C!--AMPLC 520C3

SAMPLE No







- . PPM ^_.u_
SURFACE FILM CONDITION
HATF lo VA:^""-
•\ •< t ^: -. .
AV.










ANGLE OF ROTATION C^ SAMPLE D 52003

SAMPLE No. ^ PPM ^2 DATE 22 MAHCR 19^2 PM






i\v t^ r ^ •^ug?:
«*» 1*2^, _ ^R. ^m
M^ 4p.^_i .











































IGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
75 D 52003

VI PL r No -^ o PPM -'3 DATE. '-^ M',^-:v^' 1,'^'




Av. ; tiy.itr" JTu^-
^.:; JiJ'*






















J^Wl^- 2 Ar,^ ._I.?5.
M3 U2JO
M3.fC>
Av Am 2,30 PHASE SHIFT
Av Ar U.OO phase rotation
PLOT THESC VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME
GRAPH OF POLARIZED LIGHT INTENSITY VERSUS ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE




MPLl No Jji. C* PPM -. '
















































AV .-^M 2,00 PHASE SHIFT
AV A. R ''':»P.^ PHASE ROTATION
PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORRO:5ION TIME
GRAPH or POLARIZED LIGHT INTENSITY VERSUS ANGLE OF ROtATION OF SAMPLE
y2f) ISO 240
ANGLE OF ROIAniON OF f.AMPLE.
""'""y^Y D 5'2G03

SAMPLE No lA b PPM ^2 DATE ^0 Ma-HQK ly-^Z A>































Q _PPMli^ DATE_2Z MARCH IQ^Z PH
i^y.
\ Ml




£' m^jCii \ j pj."1'U8.3li3D 1^







Avf 'AW"' ^^20 T phase; sljirr j";y^~1'
















'^ FPM N-, DATE.cS JLiJicii 1952 p::




































Av Am 2»60 "pHAsi'sHiFT
Ayj Ar 5«15 phase rotation
PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME











































Av i^M 2,00 PHASE SHIFT
Av AR 5«^5 PHASE ROTATION
PLOT THF.SE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME
GRAPH OF POLARIZED LIGHT INTENSITY VERSUS ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
180





DATE 1 ^RH. 19^2 PM












PL<5T THESE VALUED VER.^US CORROilO^I "aMEL
I L










<^ PPM ::^ DATE - ^—^" -9?






M. ^305 R: ^^t.35
M. .^X.te R. ^.95
L i ^M.. I 1.9Q A R ,^ 5>Q0
; R3 Hs.oo j
i ams. i i.qo AR3, ' 5.00 , 1
Av -^M 1,90 PHASE SHIFT
Av: AR 5,*W phase ROTATION
PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME
1D2
GRAPH OF POLAFiyi^ED LIGHT INTENSITY VERSUS ANGLE OF ROTATIO|M OF SAMPLE
2Z}
120 180 Q^ 240








date: j - —
13 tb AUT0CU72
Ayj Art 5.^ ;., ! p-H/^SE ROTATidN -4
PliOT THESE VjAUjJEi VEBSJLIS CORROSJoi^-TlMR .










6 PPM N2 DATE 5-A?£II 1352 PM
SURFACE FILM CONDITION . 15-^ AUTGCIAVE OF 15 Mil:. & 233°C
$> -XjIOm-^!
































g|rAiPH[ O^ ROl'arJzED LJidrkTllNTEfUtfiT^VERSliJS aHGLE <i)F ROTATIO^ 0F ! ^AMPLE
1 80 240

















PHASE SHIFT (2ni) AND





23456789 10 II QI25 ?I3- ^14 15
AUTOCLAVES AT 233*0

SAMPLE No. - IB
CRYSTAL NO. -1_-
70 PPM N^ DATE_5._M^IICH 1952- A.V





70 DATE 13 MAHCH,1$$2
SURFACE FILM CONDITION Iflt AUTOCLATl 15 i-OS^- at- 233**C






IB 70 PPM 1^2 DATE ll* IWRCR 13!^2^JM





IB TOppMNg DATEAUm^QR 1952-AM
SURFACE FILM CONDITION 3rd AUTOCLATS 1^ V.IV . at 233^0
-f-H-
:mmM
i^jorl-tidE^ VALUEiL.v»kmiudj^^ i^-: rU
i-lli^











DATE_:x) w.LZi I9y a:.:
®^:-^"i"-^





















-Av Am 13.8c PHASE SHIFT
^Ay ' AR
-Oo''^!> phase ROTATION
PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME
GRAPH OF POLARIZED LIGHT INTENSITY VERSUS ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
•0^, r« r. n







5th AUTO CLA.TS I5 VU, © 2^3^ C







I0.„ppmJJ2^_ hatp 23 MABCH 1952 PM
6th AUTOCLAT! 15 MIN. « 233°
C
surface film condition '
l^^j^.. 15^50 i . J!!i>f^.a j>Q,9p
jiVN!,/ iBoVO^. i ^H,J-l.lit :•
|. i.,1 :; : J- J...:.^:„::_:^.
.H:.^4-;H:
pUoT these values VEft^US c
•i*:
D'^SICCS





70 % nATF 2G likRCE 19^2 i>M





JO__PPM_N^_ DATE_2I MARCH.1952 AM
SURFACE FILM CONDITION ^thkirOCU.7^ If). MIH,, © 233"C
r s
120 ISO QC 840




70 PPM K DATE 28 MARCH 19-52^.AM '
c _




































r Av . '^M 21,00 PHASE SHIFT
I Av ! AR -1.80 PHASE ROTATION











DATE 31 I'lARCH 1552


































R. ke.i5 - 1-
1
' Am,. 22.00 AR,. -1.30
«=^t=-
Av Am 21,77 PHASE SHIFT
Av Ar -1,2S phase rotation
PLOT these VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME
GRAPH OF POLARIZED LIGHT INTENSITY VERSUS ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE














DATE 1 APRIL 1552 Ai-
SURFACE FILM CONDITION Hth AUT0CLA7S 13 MHT. Q 233°C
@_























Av AM 19«6Cf 1 PHAlSE* SHIFT
A V A R ml ijg^ _j__PHa[s
E
,
RQTATldN^i. ' i '-"
PLOT THESE V'ALUeS VERSUS c6rROSION TJME
,0-
GRAPH or pioLARIZEO lilGHT i INJENSITY jVERSljlS ANjGLfe ©f^'ROfiyvtlO^ ^F i5AM»»l_£i • j
ANGLE OF ROTATION OF
^.^-.0 52CG3 m mmi(3

SAMPLE NO _ IB _.. 90 PPM.Bg DATE ^ APJIIL 1952 _JQ1









































;i-L I _L.. ^^4:.- I
.,::--
ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
99

I- PPM ^'2 ^^rz - A?^-- 1952 AMSAMPLF No




@io2 r"""'j~lC^Z-J .iJ ^'..J*^--:,.















:i;fr.ro- I ^/:0^-T"tm;'$oi^^j 752;i{o^"": •u(;.5^^
M " 53.5')''
'"
R. "^5.00 " |i
M. 52.65 R '^.iO ... ' j












Av --M 20, "''0 PHASE SHIFT
AV Ar -1,^ PHASE ROTATION .
PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME
ra.,|
GRAPH OF POLARIZED LIGHT llNTEt^Sfhr jVEi^SUS ANfeL^ <t)F RO|tATKiN 6F 1 SAMPLE














60 120 180 240 330 3
ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
ICO D 52C03

SAMPLE NO. IB DATE 5 APHIL 1952 _ AM.









ai>Cl^4fi>Q0, ' 3^.25 JlitS^Q.^ 1-^50
^ l-l^H












IkXQ. , i, ^^^,90
-p-r
PHASE SHIFT
Ay!^_.j^jL : ] 'iiL^2 ! _PH/isq mpTAttbN _























f .;*^:ter: lyp^ ::^ :: #1^' \
-
j
: ri '/^-: ..>.J -i:iH.. ; ,:; !;::;. :,:|.V-::**-t{ / r . ! ::.; 'V- :.:|::::. 7 r : :\ '')-\ '^





V ( : :-l-r-r „J.:-f:-.f.:^AmAMM^^^'kL
•1 6
120 180 240




2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15
AUTOCLAVES AT 233»C
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15
AUTOCLAVES AT 233'C
PHASE SHIFT (2M) AND ROTATION OF PLANE OF
POLARIZATION (2R) VS. CORROSION TIME FOR
SAMPLE NO. 10- 1
105! *.

^AMPLr NO IC m ,..,M ^ DATE 5 H^TcH I3SZ











































AV AM 5 .48 7 j "PHAISE*5hTft'











GRAPH OF POLARIZED LIGHT INTENSITY VERSUS ANGLE O-F ROTATION OF SAMPLE
IBO 240
ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE D 52CC3

SAMPLF No 3C iI3 i^Z, 1^ U l^rch \^Z PM















M 45.45 R, 45.80

















AV ^-M 7.45 F'HASE SHIFT
AV -^R 0,55 PHASE ROTATION
PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME






15 ''in. ^t ?,-5.V
Q- 55W3











Av ^flrn^Hsr PHASei SHIFT
-1:4
t-+-
Av AF^ t^Sj I PHASE R(^TA.tlc|N






^RApH lilGMT JiNtEjsitY yErtStjS AnJsLjI cIf ROTATlOfjl^ OF ^AMPiIe







SURTACE riLN- CONDITION **t^ Al'TC -Lfi V^ . Ci I'j III', a", Zj.^
U5.1
37.1
37.2 I lit .-;












AV '>M ^\r? PHASt: SHIFT
Av i'-^R »^Cj^- PHASr ROTATION
PLOT THESt VALUKS VERSUS CORROSION TIME
GRAPH OF POLARIZED LIGHT INTENSITY VERSUS ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE





















Av '-'M 5«S0 PHASE SHIFT
AV i^R
-J5 PHASE ROTATION
PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME








,URf"ACE: FILM CONDITION ' ^^* A^ TC JJA7T!
DATt:. 2^ MA22E.






"^15~~1 718^ 16"" |;"'Ts.T5"








M, i^?.10 R3 U5.I5
M. _j7aS5-" .- R. Ji?»55-










AV Am 10. "JO PHASE SHIFT
AV AR • ,65 PHASE ROTATION
PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TlMfT
-f-H
maim
GRAPH OF POLARIZED LIGHT INTENSITY VERSUS ANISI-E OF ROTATlbM 6f iSAkP _E
^^.'^-
D 55CG3
JCLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
1C9

SAMPLF NO 10 —3ppm W^.









































AV t^M 10,33 PHASE SHIFT
AV AR - .70 PHASE ROTATION
PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TiME
GRAPH OF POLARIZED UjIGHT ilNTEWSItY j/EJaSl|s JA-NkuS: CiF RolrATION cj^F SAMR^
tH










U3ppm:'2 date ^9 --WaCK 13b2 fM




















r M. yM R3 ^^.00R. '-^5.00




r AV '--M 11, f^? PHASE SHIFT
' Av AR - ,85 PHASE ROTATION
' PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME
GRAPH OF POLARIZED LIGHT INTENSITY IVERSljJS ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
036 266
0^ 52CD3




•2 DATE 30 M^CH 1352 PM
















Av AR -,88 ; >±LASE_R<^TATION


























ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
112
D 520G3
n r ^ r, n o

I sAMPLt: NO
IC 11.3 PPM Np o,,Ti i ATRIL 1Q5? py























^5.r? I 36.1 ; ^^.l









i : : il. !
' h
M W.9b ^ R U5.0C
M.- 35.10 R., >5.^:-
Am - li.fc'C ar,- - .35
M, liJ.UR Rn H5.2O
M4 3b. 20 R-. Ub.OO
AM.,. 11. ^"5 AR,. - .SC
Av Am 1*^-0 ?3 PHASE SHIFT
Av Ar - ?3 PH asf; rotation
PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME
GRAPH OF POLARIZED LIGHT INTENSITY VERSUS ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
157
335
ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
113 52003

I sample: No - ^
CRYSTAL No *
11;
"2 DATE ' APRIL 1952 PM.
suRrACL- F.LM CONDITION . ^^th X^TCOU.TS OF 15 l-n. '^ ZyfZ
:- Try -




M: ^.00 R. ^5.05 ^ ^
M- 3^*60 ^ .Rr^it5:7!5~4::i;"-^
AM,. ii*i;o AR,a : -.70 ' ' T
M3 Uj.l^O
M. .3^,50
R3 U5.00 U -.
A Ma. 10.90 Ar,., • Sp
Av Am 11.13 PHASE SHIFT
AV AR j«"«;75; PHASE R<iTAtldN_
PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME
GRAPH OF POLARIZED LIGHT INTENSITY VERSUS ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE









1:3 PPM ^'2 DATE 3 Asan. 1952 ?M



























Ay Art -i«05-_l._iPHisE: R^TATIONtj^^





















113 PPM ^p DATE 5 APHii 1952 n:



























Avrt- JAR L-llJ5_|- PHASE ROTA-TION i y ; : {'" p'- :H'?
PLOT THESE v!alUES VEftiliSCPRllOSlO?* T IMB—:
. tl.,.-.t: ^^1 .













-.-r-— - - -
!-H'- Kr-i-
-H
ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
&ndZc\.ii
IIT MET LAB














' ' ' ' ' 1 1 •
E I C 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15
AUTOCLAVES AT 233"
'''e i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 io H !§ 13 14 [g*
AUTOCLAVES AT 233 " C
PHASE SHIFT (2M) AND ROTATION OF PLANE OF
POLARIZATION (2R) VS. CORROSION TIME








.A^TpPM T^2 DATE 13 .MAHCH 1952 AM
SURFACE FILM CONDITION Ist ADTCCLA73 15 lOI. Bit Z^^^C _
l'1 j^*..^K ,..^r 4 m . L±JA1 S.94..' i ! :4..,aga....
L.LUu- 1 S:.L »!Si \ 4 . :l^M,:^ i-l-H -f —JLt'i ! L„!.«l 11 .—
^'5^7 37*? ^1 : 5.« IF ::• j. :,Hg5;.J:.; .. j^ST 3T,? 5.7 :













t; I".. )- [ : .V : •:-:i' !' ^
V




; hli^ 1 I ut:KJ i 1
.:-;
1
r-r 1 : i-y'B











hU ,:..l .,L„-;.:; 1 y-' ' ' :r--. i ..' !• •,.t . t;. 1 J
'
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Rp SS^L.^. . '!• • :'~t \ ,: [- .. 1
i
:':. !- ["























»L^iti.X5_j 1 R^ IJ^.T)
1
::|:- :
























ii^i „L . -1 J-^.L
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1U7 PPM V^ DATE J-i.KARCH 1952_._AM






1^7 PPM Jlr DATE 17_MA3CH 1252_ _AM




SAMPLE No ^ 1^7 PPM^^ DATE.22.mRCK L252_..AH
CRYSTAL No. SURFACE FILM CONDITION J^th AUT0CLAY3 IS MIN. « 233**C
JGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE D 52CC3






DATE 24. M^JICH 1352 £M












M. 3H.?5 R. ^5.71





AV'" Aflir~ri3,67 PHASE SHIFT '
AV AR -0,50 PHA'iE ROTATION










Q|RAt»HiW ploUwilfeCO 4lO«T IwfflEf SKY VERS
i - r -1- —
0F ROiTATTO^ Jt?F SAMPJ^b




SAMPLE NO ID 1>+7ppM _Ng. DATE 25 MAJ^CH 13^2 fH
CRYSTAL NO. ^ SURFACE FILM CONDITION '^All>yTQClAV2 15 MIN, © 233°C
^ .:..lMl_
I GJRApHlOfi^ PpLARIZEO LIGHT llNTE^JSItV /ERSUS ANiSLE OF ROJTAfjONJ^ SAMPLE i i •
ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
1%?

SAMPLE NO.. IP . _ 1U7 PPM N DATE^^,26 MARCH 1^52 PM
CRYSTAL NO. A SURFACE FILM CONDITION . 7th AUTOCLATI 15 MDJ.> 233''c
IT










l"^f7 PPM H, DATE. ..27 MASS! 13^1 -PM
URFACE FILM CONDITION ^.^^ AUTCCUTE 1^ Milk. «» 23J^C
18d
ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
1Z5 D 52G03

SAMPLE NO ID lU7 ppmH2 _ DATE. 29 MAECH 1952 AM














































Ul PPM 7.n, date: 31 ItMiCR 195^ A.V





Av.tt~5^,U3 ! US7^ i


























AV ^M l'*.3T PHASE SHIFT
Ay Ar T_*:??t-J?H^E.Rotation
PLbT THESE VALUES VERSUS c6rROSION TIME









ID 1^7 PPM N2 DATE 1 APRIL 1952 .^AM.
SURFACE FILM CON DITION 11th AUTOCLAVa 1^ MIg. ® 233^0
PavT" Aft -Tl^.OT'Fl^H^iSE SHIFT: ."I
1 _,...,, ! . . 1
-
. .;...;
:_ Av AR .,52 PHASE ROTATION
PLOT THESE VALUER VERSUS CORROSJON TIME
-i .: • - I
i^-r^-[
~±i.
;rAPH of polarized light jlNTEtisitY 'VEpSlfJS angle of ROTATIOfM^JpF [SAMPLE
ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
1R8 D 52003

SAMPLE No ID 1^47 PPM Np DATE ^ APRIL 1952 AM































M. 3^.f^ R. ^5.55._
AM3. 1^-55 AR3, -.25
Av Am 1U,2D : r»HASE SHIFT
Av AR
-,35 PHASE ROTATION
PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME
GRAPH OF POLARIZED LIGHT INTEf^SITY VE:RSt|lS>f»^LE 6f ROTATION OF SAMPLE




ID 1U7 PPM ?2 H APHILJ,252_iJ4
Zt^
SURFACE FILM CONDITION, 13th AUT0CLA73 I5 ^aIT. © 233 C
JJ2PI ']-!•} H;M- W'—^ y>^
Av,
5^=














































-r'/-. , ^ , ' | f" ; ; , , ,
^^-f--:;:;:';/^--^ ''^'
' 1









ANGLE OF ROTATION QFSAMPLEIW'
D 520G3

SAMPLE NO. ID IU7 PPM Ng DATE- 5 APRIL 19-^2 AH
CRYSTAL NO ^.l_.. SURFACE FILM CONOITIONl^th AUTOCUVS Of 1^ MIK. • 233*^0
"i~t :^.M



























RWY JWH NRN 18 16028- I
E I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 15
AUTOCLAVES AT 233 **C
^ PHASE SHIFT (2m) AND ROTATION OF PLANE OF
POLARIZATION (2k) VS. CORROSION TIME FOR
SAMPLE NO IE -I
132

1£AMPLK No ^ IS".,.,,, y^ DATE 5 Marc n 195^ PH

































I.AM. ^-^^ |:.R3.. l-QS
Av '->M 7.55 PHASt: SHIFT
Av ^R Z,00 PHASE ROTATION
FUOT THL5E VALUES VER$US CORROgiON T|Mf:
014


































Av 2^NI , I^. 4^ ^4sE, SfllFt








GRAPH OF POLARliED LIGHT INtENSITY ^ERSLIS ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
,/ i 1 i
A Ui-rf \







1 <g) ^i^:c..i.... ! : Xf4?lS ({p .. TTTT;
'if.o !. . . 136,0 i_ ! |..!An.o:




















































-±_ p-i_ I- ...-.p_^—|__L
Q^APHiOF' PDLARlfeEb LIGHT kNtENlSltV VErtsUS AN<3Ue oIf *»0TAT10M QjF ^AMpUE [
4 ?




SAMPLE No IS 15Q PPM JL r>ATF 22 M^RCH IQR? PM





! Ill (fe) .(as °T
120 180 240


















3^-'; ^.5 j H^ - :
t
IZ^^l :-^.^t5?









AV .AM lU-,9? PHASC SHIFT
Av AR -1«?^ PHASE ROTATION
PLOT THFSL" VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME
GRAPH OF POLARIZED LIGHT INTENSITY VERSUS ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
^^oS2D03































AV '-:.M ...:,^sJ PMASt^ SHIFT
Av 'iR -!»PS PHASE ROTATION
PLOT thtsf: valuks veirsus corrosion time











nATF g5 MARCH 1152 m
7th AUTOCLAVE OP 15 MIN. %t 233°C






150 PPM % DATE_?I_M^^CH io^__r:
SURFACE FILM CONDITION . Jth,. AUT0CI-IV2. CF 1^ MI!T. _© 23J°C
"Dsr ^61
51.7














M. 33.50 R. MS.23





Av ^M 18,05 PHASE SHIFT
Av AR —1o5^ phase ROTATION
PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME
mM
!:_
GRAPH OF POLARIZED LIGHT INTENSITY VERSUS ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
I «







150 PPM N^ OATE -9 M-AT?CH 1952 PK
w.r
SURFACE ""'LM^ONornoN^^Sth A7TOCLAyK_ F 1^ HBT* ® 233 C
;
__@ .:m....... I i .asoTT" i ' (a) ...i.4o...
iJ35.5 . Jf6,2 „ ._.3J-S
:^4:'iig^1r
:3g^














M, 52.05 R3 ^5.05 .
M. 35.00: . R. :?f6.x5::ii





a"v|~ 'AM "17^10 I'PH^SE SHlFt"" I
Av Ar -1,23 phase rotation
Pi_OT TH^LSE V^!aJJE4-VERSUS CORRQ^IQMIIME.
L















DATE .30 MAP-CH 1952 PM

















Av: Am I27I3 PHASE SHIFT
Av AR
-1,73 PHASE ROTATlbN ;
PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME
^m-
(JR*JPH OF POLARIZED LIGHT 1 IN^EljlSltY IVERSyS ^ AIsIgLE OF |»C}TAtlOiN OF , SAMPLE







150 DATE 1 APHIL 195? PM
0,
J^ PPM N_^
SURFACE FILM CONDITION Hth AUTCCLAy3 CF l^ MIK, ® 233"C
: ^-^j^









Mr33-?? ^ R. ^6,0?::;;-^ jr
;






















VPh! OF RQUiARiZED UGHT ! tNtElisiltY IvE^SUS ANGLk W RciTAtK>^i OfIsAMPLe
1^1
'
180 ~ - - - ^^^
144






'- PPM '~\ ^ DATE^ ? APRIL 1952 PM











M, lr9.EG Ra Uii.SO
j
M4 ...33.00 R US.qcJ 1
AMj4 Yo^ZU Ar,, ,1.20 I
Av Am 16.S3 phase shift
Av Ar -1.3!3 phase rotation
PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME










"0^ SURFACE FILM CONDITION
DATE 3 APP.IL 13^? TV







































JpyOT THESE vJALUEi VERiu$.CpRR05ION TIME ,
iRAPH or ROLAR<ZEb iLlGHT j IN"irEf^ItY yEkSljIS .Ar>^Lfe: <t)F ROTATION OF SAMPLE
120 '^'^146 ^*°




CRYSTAL No. _ . 1
(flj ...ob.y.....
150 DATE.-.5APHJI. 1952 PM
0,URFACE FILM CONDITION l^th AyTCCLATlS OF 15 MIH, • 233 C







;.17 •'38; ij^^ ^fSlw^t
n'T




RWY JWH NRN 18 APR 52
CSi
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15
AUTOCLAVES AT 233** C
E I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15
AUTOCLAVES AT 233* C
PHASE SHIFT (2m) AND ROTATION OF PLANE OF
POLARIZATION (2k) VS. CORROSION






























































HATF Ig MARCH 1252 AM
SURFACE FILM CONDITION . Ist _AUT0CLAV1E^15 MIN. at 233° C,








SURFACE FILM CONDITION gpd AUTQCLAVIC 15 MlH. at 233^0




-'4-1 PPM :i^ DATE. 17_MAJiCH 1252_ iW
SURFACE FILM CONDITION ^Td kVTOCLkVZ 15 MIN. at 2^3°C
ANGLE OF ROTATION OF 6AMPUC D 52003
152

cc fuvnon X7y- »'
AV
^




ipiQT.Ti:«ESE Values VERSUS c<bRfi£!£iQrji^xit^
-+
D S?003




CRYSTAL No * ._
PPM DATE., 2U^.MARCH 19 S2 PM
SURFACE FILM CONDITION 3^K ^'^OCLJlT^ l^lUV.&gZf C^ .^^ .-
"^ApH;Op- pjOLARliZErb ijlG^f INTEIv^S if
Y
"yE^'SUS ANGLiT 9F 'MofAflOffl "SF^BAMPCE " j'





date2^. ]iAJ2Ci£ 1352-, i:.
SURFACE FrLM CONDITION ^th AUT'XLAVS l^ MIN,^ ft 233^0
Av-Hiarszz^ys:
Am.. 6,75 ^R-a Q,^
Ms'' kilOD R2 -UslS^-
W3_ U.7.60 R' t^5.SK
-L
M* Ud.^^ r* k%i3
AM34 7^20 AR34 O^UO
I I ! '• I
>lvi_Aljr [F.57 j ^H4si3t|frt ' i LJ _
Ay, Art 0,2? PHASE ROTATION
PLIOT THESE VALUE^ VERSUS CORROSION TlvIE
i 1




, I I 1
'
ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
155 D 52GG3

SAMPLE No.-_ir _2.^-PpmJ2- hatf 26 MARCH IQRP PM
1 SURFACE FILM CONDITION Tth^AUTOCLATI! IF MIK. e 2jfcCRYSTAL No
ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
156 52003

SAMPLE No IF _ .„ PPM :;^ DATE . 27 ilA£CE_l$52- JL'
CRYSTAL No ^ „ SURFACE FILM CONDITION _^ th AUTOCI^ Y3 15 I'-IX. 2t I)} V°C
"0 52GG3"





DATE 28 MAECH 1952 AM































GRAPH Or„ ltolJ'fl(?ED tJGHTIINTSNSttr yeftSUS.j
r-.-l—
.1








•:'-o DATE_.31 MARCH 1952 AK


































A^^'i'v. ' l:4v-i- "^^•'
1-;^: ::feMSi.:iA^^ i^.fctj-. '^i^ i^'*1i J._l,
ISO 240







-'-^PPs^^ OATE 1 APRIL 1952 AM







\ : .1 .-' ^1 ..- .. '; : ' .,
;"
-^Ayl- pF|

















DATE 2 APRIL 1952 AM
SURFACE FILM CONDITION '-^th AUTGCIAVS 1^ KIN @ SJT^C
1 ^M34 6,60 ARa is
t




PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME
M-H-:
GRAPH Or POLARjZEb UGHT^fNTEHlSITY IvERsiiS ' Ar>JGL.e (pF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
z "
1 20 1 80 240






DATE . k APEIL 1952 AK
IJJth AUT0CLA7E I5 HITS, ® 23J5°C
^--h-f-












@ ..L^fljOi... : : i .







H^i-' -^^ $,$7., "I '^F^H-^SE' SHIFT
•












a £iiiHE:iaiaiiisiiji^^ Eliii±a 5I52Q23.





2^ppmN2 DATE. 5 AP2JL 1952 W.








'r I'-T-,-^-!-—i— -"— ' ^
^1.6 1;;. I 4B^.I;-




.a;^v|,^.A| Li^^ 0,a5 ;|i r?H4sE!:RtWATibi
-\---rMmmmT 1 ;:
K ZEbltLGNTilNTErJKSJ-jty !V ANGLE OFiiRdTAJIOpJ t>F
j
S/JMfJlE





RWY JWH NRN 18 APR 52 16030-1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15
AUTOCLAVES AT 233** C
E i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Ti il i5 14 l6
AUTOCLAVES AT 233 *
PHASE SHIFT (2m) AND ROTATION OF PLANE
OF POLARIZATION (2k) VS.




SAMPLE No _ ly . 2UO-- PPM
2
6 MMICH 1952 AM






















































DATE. 12 MAECH 1952 A]:
SURFACE FILM CONDITION ll^ .X\J7QZJ/\-J3 Ip IHE, fi» 2"^^ G












|. AVi AR r^US ' PHASE ROTATION
r- ;
*
1 PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME
GRAPH OF POLARIZED LIGHT I INTErfSITY jvERSUS i ANGLfe <f>K'[fto!TA
:-tl^ii-
:i
ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
166 52003

SAMPLF. No . 17
CRYSTAL NO .2
'V- DATEiU..il&aCZ 1952





















ATJlOrjl C|F 3AMPI E
ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
167 D 52003

SAMPLE. NO -r .
CRYSTAL NO. 2 SURFACE FILM CONDITION 3^^ A^TOCUp^ 15 MIU, a t 233^0
ANGLE OF ROTATION OF 6AMPLK
168

"•'-^- U« I C
CRYSTAL NO SURFACE FILM CONDITION J^tJ^^^OCIAVE 15 MIN, 9 2^fC_
ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPl.6
169 D 52003

CRYSTAL No 2 SURFACE FILM CONDITION 5th AUTpCLAVS 15 KIR. ® 233 C
telSElllfiffl





"Avj- -Aij*;- 1^.5^;j: i^se si|iiFrTp;7j-^^
Avi iAR : O.lb 1 PH-^s? r6t/^tjc^ i' 1 ^







SAMPLE No 1? I'J PPMlip DATF ?5 MAWCH 1Q^? FK
CRYSTAL NO.. ^ SURFACE! FILM CONDITION 0th Ai:T0CL.A.r3 IS ^^N. & 233°C












SELSUFt- ': :; '
I
















' PPM ''2 DATE^.^-'t^J^CH^l^J^, Pk
SURFACE r.LM CONDITION 7^^^ .^TT-CCI^n: 1? I'lK. ^ ^-fZ















































-.ample: No .-F -PPM ^i__ DATE.. -?ZJ^^.CH lj^c_ _AI-'























Av AlVll 5,20 i PHASE SftlFt
Av AR 0,15 PHASE ROTATION
PLOT THESE Vif^UUE$ VERSUS Q<JBROaiQW TIM..?.ii nM
;h;I;-
:\l-
GRAPH OF POLARIZtO LIGHT INTEfv^SltY l/EritSlis /^Nfeti: cip^RO
D'°=52003
IGLC OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
173

SAMPLE NO. 17 2hO PPM H2_ DATE. 28 KA-RCH 1952 - AM































cUo pp.VI IL DATE.11_.MAR.CE .135.2..,AK
















'T!Av ': igS6:^i ".6»y
j
: IJ'H/jsE-RQtATicJN
1_| PJJOT''THES^ YM-ilci. VERSUS COigSFroi«>.N . TJM e
^^






































/\1 , y ^ i . •'^




:: : y \
7r—*-








i^iL ;., „. © .
..;^L-:^/' VI:i-:En?LuiIiS:;!;i :;.i.A .^'-! :!(••.:* .::
T^-n^
60
ANGLE OF ROTA-nON OF
H-^[T










1? 2' PPM ITp DATE 1 APEIL 1952 Ay
























f*H^SE SHIFT .. j:'-;-.; rji^;'
AV ; _ AM.-J P*!^ .! _t»H^SE: ROTATION
PlJot THEISE VAUie^ VfR$US CpRftoSlQN TJME.-'














QBAP^Lfi^ POU4Rtei:5 419^ IW^ VERSU^S ANGLE OF ROTATION: 6f JSAImpLe j ,
i - :. i "• ;, r r 1 1- I : * i ' I i I ' I T :i .^i ;




CRYSTAL NO. '' ^
.^^OpPM N2 DATE ^ AP^n^ 1952.. AK
SURFACE P.LM CONO.T,ON ^^th AITTOCL-.T?! 15 MIN. ® 233^0
,










M, U14.R5 R3 U5.gp r^













^.T ; : J9.n _ U5o5
if 71^ 391.70. _:_.,._ j.^; j^5.70 .:..^i; jj:^, .^H;-;^








^LWJQT^Tfc^ESE VM^S. V^SJUa CORSO^LQ^
.m'±S^4:m'^M
"!':1'















2W pp^^ Ng^ D^xTE 5 APRIL 195? AM.
,,0,
SURFACE FILM CONDITION 15th AL'TCCUVH OF 15 KIN. © 233 C
@ .355-1.... (g) .m...,


















































DATr 11 ;j'?.IL 1S''2 PM


































Ay : AR I.S3 PHASE ROTAtldN j- 'l- I
PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME




-SAMPLE NO. 2A 6 PPmH^. date. ^5 ^PRJI 1952 PK




***-^'33r% J J> ^M :iir?: I^Il
Ipl^IjJpjQgi^
.lU^



























SAMPLF. No . . _2A
CRYSTAL No .2
PPM >"'£ DATE 15 AFiai A.M 1952-.




t;:? ' i. JU2J5'
^^J^^.5b ^
**-i..

























/ ' ;" ;V .'-" "" ' ' u. XQ ;--i-\ :. -dm
imiSfinr,- /^























^ PPM K- 15 APRU, 1952_JEM
SURFACE FILM CONDITION Xst AUTOCLAVS OP.IS -MIH. ©295^0--
^ ..-qs^ Twm, , (g) u.3gi,..,:rT^





U (- " I I' I A
rrrrnr












m:0p\ tAP^JEL ^ !
^^i-i;L.^|U:fi^a4^,,t^iv;if>K,Uti^ii:;;l^^
ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
184 D 52GC3

r^MPLr No Z-\2 C FPMr2
CRYSTAL No 2 SURFACE FILM CONDITION ^Tl SLTCCIX]










. . i **?...4 :(
'45.7
. .! 110.7 '
I
Jif.O







M, 'v:).fo R3 U>»50
Am 3-. ,1,7^ AR3: ^ .70 • •
Av ^M
-1,?^^ PHASE SHIFT
Av AR - ^JO I PHisE ROTATION
PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME
GRAPH OF POLARIZED LIGHT INTENSITY VERSUS ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE























to Cx 'irs r
Av-." tZlJii?'??.JJf?.^T^'^j.;3irSll_^ i r ^cTo^—fy^^t)' •1i15.ro —
M3 1;6.00 , R3 )t.T,.70 j.
M4 5:1.60 . !.... i R^ l^^OO^ -
Av '^M l^^,'-;- PHASE SHIFT
AV --R 1 ^_r PHASE ROTATION
PLOT THESE VALUES VERSUS CORROSION TIME
GRAPH OF POLARIZED IflGHT INTENSITY VERSUS ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLt:





70 PPM li^ DATE. 15 APRIL 19>?






















A R -1^22 L_fei£JsE'_R(^X
-,f^Jai:THESE value;! VERSUS C^JRHOSK)^ TLME
0,1 J._L^l^r:l;:]:^_i
idRAPHi Qt HpL/VRJZEb IflGHT
D'°52003








DATE 12 AI'RIL 1>:^£ AK
^u
SURFACL FILM CONDITION :*'^'- -^-Ci-I-^i^CLISK




.1 .. @ .-igQ
1^5-1 •' I U6.$
'--I U0.5 ^*?.0
•i.,,i
fi^M. H.r? Ar,.. i !•?>
r Avj"^^ i. :iji. 70. [ PHASE s^jiFT. r.: ; ^J-VT












DATE .16 APHIL 1352




































I ' ' / \ /









iff[h;M ;r}f^Fr i}i^^ ^'-i;^ t :• - k
189
ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPL D 52003

SAMPLE NO. ^ _
CRYSTAL NO. .1
1-^7 PPM ^2. . DATE._.10 APRIL 1952 PM

































CRYSTAL NO. __ .
J-^? PPM 2^ DATE... l5_/?rll l?5ZJFi:






AR 1 "^^S I PH>lsE RciTATldN












i?Sl|lS ;ANpuk OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE




SAMPLE No'--' DATE^yJ^R^ ^M
ri ^M,. ,^,Uf? i .| H^^ h;»7tt ": ,:
, ..ft
i; j. : 'H"
AV Am
,^^5^ ; ffH^i SHIFT | ;
[ Ayj «^f^" IjlpTT ..i__i!^*^'*sE rotation
LOT T^5S£
-VALfiES VEEISUS X|}BLB04]PN T^M^
















































Av Ar I©?7 ^-hase rotation
plot these values versus corrosion time










































SURFACE FILM CONDITION -2iid 31," CTrjCPOLISH





tr^- --29-^5 j R« ^-70 ^-4
:::»IU.:!:^toi-.. r






:H«S2-- , PHASE ROTATION | {
^iiftJdtiTHeSt ylAtil£^ VERSUS. CORROSIONjlM^
ill ihll
»h].OIE:_POUAr|zEP UcJiT jlNtE^ SJ.TYlliyEpSlifS Atv^LE 9F ROTATION OF SAlMPt
D 52003=




. 21 . _2^ PPM Nr DATE, 11. AKIIL.1252.PM




, .1 ^- !
=1^^+- JTZmE^X
Am. 2 2.J5 AR.a i - ,g^:;;:,- |::,.,-1 |,-
ui




























J :: ; ..L ."„> .-•
?-^






2^0 PPM K2. DATE_15, APRIL 1952 PM














































CSJRAPK' Off- pioL|*l?iZEp lllGHT llNtEt|si+Y (VEftSljIS ANlGLE C>F 'ROTATION <t>F jSA,MI*^e.
f \ 1 ' t
• ' (ft
D 520G3
ANGLE OF ROTATION OF SAMPLE
1S7

SAMPLE No "}! 2lia PPM ><;^ DATE. 17 APSIL 1^52
CRYSTAL No. ^4 _. SURFACE FILM CONDITION JPd SLjJCxP.CrOLISII
PM.
(km-. i-'i^ i:|#.m .:...::..inL^t





























iNfet^siTY V^^iLs Janjgle ti>F rotation of {sample
1 '°
ff°°D20G3"






Th» data are sumn»rlsad In four sots of curves as follows:
1. iiUQ efl
(a) Faired plot of phase shift versus miober of autoclsvings.




(a) Faired plot of phase shift versus inuobt^r cl' autoclavings,





E I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15
SUMMARY PLOT OF PHASE SHIFTS VERSUS 3^003
160if (;»l3
I MET LAB





AUTOCLAVES AT 233 'C
I 12 13 14 15








Calculation of Characteristic AriJii®
tan V Z -3.6666 ^^^ ^^ ^ 0.0808
sin 2r
where X^ is the characteristic angle
2ra is the phase shift in the reflected light
2r is tiie rotation in th© reflected light
and the constants are those ;?iven by Bausch and lomb
for Compensator No, 57 with Zirconarc white llprhi.
Five place values for sin Zm ar<d sin 2r were used in ealctilations •
2m, 2r, and 'C' are tabulated in Appendix F for each crystal in the else-
tropolished condition and after each autoclaTl^g• Plots of the character'








2a Zr JL 2a 2r Ji
E 6 .SO 1.87 294-14 1,08 0.70 209-28
1 8,70 1.25 282-15 2.0e 1.56 316-00
Z 10.30 0,80 276-42 2.12 2.00 525-52
5 11.4S 0.48 275-58 2.18 2.61 5S1-45
4 12.27 0.22 271-55 2.25 3,15 5S5-4S
5 12.90 0.02 270-08 2.27 3,62 3538-20
6 IS.37 -0.12 269-13 2.SO 4.06 537-45
7 15.70 -0.25 268-55 2.31 4.45 341-66
8 13,91 -0.30 266-08 2.52 4.77 343-05
9 14.05 -0.32 268-01 2.52 5.02 543-56
10 14.09 -0.30 268-09 2.30 5.21 542-51
11 14.10 -0.27 268-20 2,26 5.35 345-22
12 14.09 -0.21 268-42 2,18 ; 5.45 346-11
13 14.05 -0.15 269-04 n.08 5.51 347-00
14










2m Jr 3L ^ 2p :fe
& 6.77 2.08 294-27 S.,48 1.60 235-62
1 10.00 1.05 279-01 7.05 0.97 281-45
z 12.16 0.42 272-59 8.CU 0.55 275-41
5 15.85 -0.05 268-08 8.86 0.17 271-40
4 9..5S -0.12 268-65
5 16.47 -0.77 265-66 9.?5 -0.55 267-OS
6 17.58 -1.07 264-45 10.:.4 «=C'.S1 265-40
7 18.52 -1.28 264-00 10.47 -0.64 264-45
8 19.28 -1.42 265-56 10.76 -0.74 2'34-05
9 19.95 -1.55 265-15 11.00 -0.82 265-^6
10 20.45 -1.55 265-24 11.18 -0,38 265-15
n 20.62 -l.Bl 265-57 11*SS -0.95 262-57
12 21.10 -1.40 264-12 11.45 -0.99 232-«9
15 21.27 -1.25 264-57 11.55 -1.01 262-30
14








22 2r :t Z^ 2r X
E 9.90 1.10 Z9l^A 7.S5 £.00 291®-49«
1 10.87 0.55 274-22 9„9B .92 277°-S8«
Z 11.75 0.15 271.-06 11.90 .20 27l°-28»
5 32.50 -0.15 268.«8 13.25 -.55 268°-28»
4 1S.15 -0.56 267«38 14.45 -.70 ^65^-48'
5 13.67 -0.51 266-46 15.35 -.98 264*^-29
»
6 14.10 -0.61 .,S66..1S 16.10 -1.18 2eS°-40«
7 14.40 -0.67 265-58 16.67 -1.34 26S**-05»
8 14.62 -O.70 265-52 17.15 -1.44 262**-44'
9 14.75 -0.70 265-452 17.50 -1.52 262*'-29»
10 14.79 -0.66 266-01 17.70 -1.57 262^-20«
11 14.77 -0.65 266-11 17.80 -1.59 262°-20»
12 14,70 -0.61 266-24 17.77 -1.57 262°-21»
IS 14.58 -0.57 266-57 17.68 -1.56 262^-22
14







am ^ s: 2ra Zr je:
s 4.65 1.25 292°-08« 2.90 .85 293^-26»
1 5.24 .85 283°-45»
2 5.77 .55 278**-10» S.95 .48 279*^-i9«
3 6.24 .55 274°-49» 4.82 .50 275**^8»
4 6.65 .21 272**-45» 4.62 .21 273^-«5«
S 7.00 .12 271°-29« 4.86 .17 273®-01»
6 7.27 .09 27l°-04» 5.01 .15 272°-14»
7 7,48 .00 271®-02« 5.12 •12 272*'-01«
8 7.62 .10 271°-08» s.ie .12 272*^-00'
9 7.65 .12 271°^1« 5.25 .11 271*^-40*
10 7.60 .17 271*>-56« 5.24 .U 27l°-40»
U 7.86 .22 272°-55« S.2S .12 2712. 59
12 7.05 .50 273*'-40» 5.21 .12 271<>-59«
15 6.67 .37 274**.46» 5.18 .12 272®-00«
14
15 5.30 .51 278°-15 5.13 .13 272*'-U»
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